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Question 1: What is the entity of 
choice for Section 1031 exchange 
programs post 2007-2011  
recession?

Starting in late 2007, TIC lending es-
sentially ended. Later, as the recession 
began to wind down, lenders started 
making loans to Delaware Statutory 
Trusts, or DSTs, structured to accom-
plish tax-deferral under Section 1031. 
DSTs are widely used today for virtu-
ally all fractionalized Section 1031 ex-
change  programs; TICs are no longer 
a viable structure for 1031 programs.

DSTs were formerly known as Delaware Business Trusts and 
have been in use for many decades. A DST is a flexible, unincor-
porated entity formed under Delaware law and can be used for 
many purposes, including real estate ownership.

Like Revenue Procedure 2002-22 issued for TICs in 2002, Reve-
nue Ruling 2004-86 issued in 2004 provided much needed guid-
ance on DST qualification for 1031 exchange treatment. To qual-
ify, a DST must satisfy a number of technical requirements and 
avoid any of the so-called “seven deadly sins”.

Question 2: What was the leading cause for the  
stratospheric growth in TIC programs “Back in the Day”?

Replacement property debt is critical to an exchange program 
because Section 1031 requires taxpayers to offset debt on the 
relinquished property with equal or greater debt on the replace-
ment property. Any debt reduction is treated as taxable “boot”.

By the time Revenue Procedure 2002-22 was issued in 2002, 
Wall Street was actively securitizing real estate mortgages into 
Collateralized Mortgage Backed Securities, or CMBS. Original-
ly CMBS underwriters were unwilling to finance TIC-owned real 
estate. Over time, rating agencies established guidelines that 
helped smooth over most of the rough edges associated with 
the TIC structure and made TIC-owned real estate much easier 
to finance in the growing CMBS debt market. In just a couple of 
years, CMBS became the dominant source of financing for TIC 
programs, with most TIC properties financed by CMBS debt.

To satisfy rating agency requirements for CMBS loans, TIC prop-
erties generally were required to use bankruptcy-remote Dela-

ware special purpose entities, or SPEs (typically limited liability 
companies), to hold title to the TIC interests, use independent 
trustees/managers to protect bond holders from borrower de-
faults, and deliver bankruptcy and other legal opinions to help 
ensure compliance with applicable guidelines. Sponsor incurred 
substantial additional costs in satisfying these lender require-
ments; these costs were passed along to the investors in TIC 
programs.

Many people think Revenue Procedure 2002-22 was the prima-
ry cause of the phenomenal growth in the TIC industry. With-
out a doubt, the Revenue Procedure provided much needed tax 
guidance on the TIC structure. However, the author believes that 
CMBS financing was the greatest single factor leading to this 
runaway growth because the TIC industry could not have taken 
off without billions of dollars of favorable real estate financing.

Question 3: In hindsight, what structural issues may have 
played a part in the eventual breakdown of the TIC market? 
How do DSTs differ?

The DST structure, when compared to the TIC structure, is more 
stable during economic volatility by granting the sponsor sole 
authority to make key decisions instead of requiring unanimous 
consent of TIC owners.

Reserves. TIC programs were structured with substantial reserves 
intended to be sufficient to carry a property for a reasonable time 
following one or more potential challenges, for example, loss of a 
tenant. However, very few TIC programs had sufficient reserves 
to survive the pernicious, double dip recession of 2007-2011.

TIC sponsors agonized over the appropriate amount of reserves 
to be held in cash in their TIC programs. While prudence dic-
tates holding sufficient reserves to cover foreseeable needs of a 
property it may not be prudent to over reserve because cash on 
hand essentially has no return to investors and cash funded by 
investors has the potential to be treated as taxable “boot” in a 
Section 1031 exchange.

Problematic TIC unanimous consent requirement. The problem 
was exacerbated by the requirement that TIC investors unan-
imously consent to new or modified leases. One famous illus-
tration involved a well-known sponsor of a large single tenant 
TIC property where the sole tenant failed; the sponsor found a 
replacement tenant that had the potential to save the investment 
but the investors refused to approve a new lease with the re-
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placement tenant. This refusal could have been due to the terms 
of the new lease being unacceptable, investor passivity (a sin-
gle investor could block the lease!), an emotional response from 
investors who were upset over the situation, or possible even 
investor ignorance or stupidity. No matter what the reason, unan-
imous consent is problematic and not easily overcome in time to 
deal with serious property issues. This could not happen in the 
DST structure because the sponsor has sole discretion to make 
property decisions.

Question 4: What is old and what is new?

Real estate has not changed; the leading aspects of a sound 
real estate investment have not changed. A key question then 
and now – are the tenants going to pay the rent? New positive 
features of DST programs include tighter legal structure, elimina-
tion of TIC unanimous consent requirements, and lower sponsor 
fees. But the essence of real estate investing has not changed: 
If the tenants do not pay the rent, the investment is likely to fail. 
That fundamental proposition is not a tax or legal issue that can 
be solved with a newfangled legal structure, but is the essence 
of real estate investing.

Structure. Some TIC sponsors emphasized a number of struc-
tural “bells and whistles”; clearly, structure is very important but 
misses the point – even the best legal structure will fail if the 
tenants to not pay the rent. The underlying real estate investment 
is the key; target fixation on the nuances of legal structure, while 
a valid part of prudent underwriting, can be a distraction from 
the basics of real estate investing. Bottom line: structure is very 
important but do not overlook the basics – strength of tenants, 
location, and regional/national economic issues.

Question 5: Have there been any significant breakthroughs in 
underwriting and due diligence? 

While we have better computers and real-time market research in 
2015, the basics of real estate investing have not changed.

Question 6: With DSTs as the entity of choice for 1031 pro-
grams, what are the key attributes of current DST programs?

DST interests solve a number of problems experienced by ex-
changers, especially small investors who frequently struggle with 
the requirements of Section 1031. The biggest challenges for 
most exchangers include: sourcing replacement property, con-
ducting customary due diligence, identifying replacement prop-
erty within 45 days, placing required debt and closing on the re-
placement property. DSTs solve many of these problems.

Reps to the rescue. Instead of actively searching for replacement 
property or engaging a realtor, many exchangers enlist the ser-
vices of a securities representative, or rep, who specializes in 

the sale of DSTs. Reps are affiliated with FINRA-licensed bro-
ker-dealers who have a menu of available DST programs. An in-
vestor, working with a rep, can pick and choose from numerous 
DST programs on the broker-dealer’s platform, making it much 
easier to locate, identify and close on suitable replacement prop-
erty in time to satisfy the requirements of Section 1031.

Investment Grade Real Estate. DST properties tend to be larg-
er and higher quality than most investors could acquire on their 
own. Frequently, DST properties are “investment grade,” per-
mitting smaller investors to acquire a higher quality replacement 
property.

Indentification. All replacement property must be identified in 
writing, typically sent to the qualified intermediary or accommo-
dator holding the exchange proceeds. The identification must be 
sent within 45 days of closing the relinquished property to satisfy 
Section 1031. Failure to properly identify in time will result in the 
entire transaction being fully taxable.

Due Diligence. Prudence dictates extensive due diligence before 
comitting to a long-term real estate investment. This is problem-
atic in an exchange where the taxpayer only has 45 days to iden-
tify all replacement property.

 Customary due diligence includes the following:

  Property condition report – independent evaluation of the con-
dition of the property;

  Phase 1 environmental site assessment – independent review 
of the environmental condition of the property;

  Appraisal – independent determination of the fair market value 
of the property; and

  Zoning report – confirmation that the property is a proper and 
lawful use under applicable zoning rules.

If the due diligence is expedited, it is possible to obtain the so-
called “third party reports” described above in 45 days. Virtually 
the entire 45-day identification period may be consumed by the 
due diligence process, which means that taxpayers should have 
replacement property candidates in sight before closing on their 
relinquished property.

Lender Issues. The due diligence process is further complicated 
where a lender is involved because the lender will typically order 
the third party reports and control this aspect of the due diligence 
process. Lender involvement usually adds time that the taxpayer 
may not have to spare with only 45 days to identify replacement 
property.

DSTs as turn-key solutions. By comparison, DST programs have 
already completed the entire due diligence process; all the third 
party reports are complete and frequently the property has al-
ready been acquired by the DST with the necessary loan in place.

Sponsors of DST programs source the replacement property in 
advance: sponsors conduct the due diligence, place the debt, 



and close on the property. A typical exchanger can easily identify 
one or more DST replacement properties within the required 45-
day period; many exchangers actually close on the DST interests 
within the 45-day period and never have to identify.

The 45-day identification clock starts ticking when the relin-
quished property is sold for tax purposes (not necessarily the 
date on the settlement statement), and there are no extensions 
barring a Presidentially-declared national emergency. What if the 
timing is bad because the pricing of desirable properties is high, 
the inventory of available properties is low or the exchanger does 
not have time to find replacement property? Such an exchanger 
may fail to qualify because the 45-day identification period may 
not be extended. Failure to properly identify in time will result in 
the entire transaction being fully taxable.

What if the exchanger has located several prospective replace-
ment properties and has not decided which property or prop-
erties to acquire? Taxpayers may identify three and sometimes 
more properties using the so-called 200 percent rule or the 95 
percent exception to identify more than three properties. Howev-
er, multi-property identification is problematic for taxpayers who 
do not have tax counsel on retainer; a number of taxpayers will 
inadvertently over identify, which results in the entire transaction 
being fully taxable.

Reinvestment of precise equity amount and debt offset. Taxpay-
ers must reinvest the exact amount of net proceeds from the sale 
of their relinquished property. Any proceeds not reinvested will be 
treated as taxable “boot”. Also, taxpayers must offset debt on the 
relinquished property with an equal or greater amount of debt on 
the replacement property. These simple rules can create a great 
deal of mischief in the real world. An exchanger may easily invest 
the exact amount of net proceeds from the relinquished property 
in a DST without running the risk of locating a property that is too 
large or too small. Also, DST interests are encumbered by debt 
that will offset the debt on the exchanger’s relinquished property. 
In this way, a DST interest is a simple solution to many of the 
challenges typically experienced by exchangers.

Tax Opinions. In addition, national DST sponsors provide a legal 
opinion from tax counsel stating that the DST interests should 
“qualify” for Section 1031 treatment. This is a positive feature of 
syndicated DST offerings.

Question 7: What has been the reaction of IRS and Treasury to 
the rise of 1031 exchanges in general and TIC/DST program?

The IRS has consistently supported Section 1031 with guidance, 
including Revenue Procedure 2002-22, Revenue Ruling 2004-
86, and a large number of private letter rulings, technical advice 
memoranda and the like. Back in 1991, regulations were issued 
on deferred or delayed exchanges that included the use of a qual-
ified intermediary or accommodator to hold exchange proceeds. 
This “safe harbor” eliminated concerns about exchangers being 
taxable due to actual or constructive receipt of sales proceeds 
Over time, the cost of using a qualified intermediary or accom-
modator has declined to the point where even small transactions 
can be cost-effectively structured 1031 exchanges.

As the body of favorable tax guidance grows, a greater number 
of taxpayers are comforted that a properly structured DST invest-
ment qualifies for 1031 treatment and will not subject the taxpay-
er to an audit. The modern DST is particularly efficient in keeping 
transaction costs to a minimum, works well for smaller investors, 
and provides additional comfort of a “should” qualify tax opinion. 
To twist an infamous quote, “today, even the little people DO NOT  
have to pay taxes” when they exchange investment property.

Question 8: What do you see for the future of DST programs?

The leading 1031 sponsors are very creative in structuring frac-
tionalized real estate offerings to qualify for Section1031; first TIC 
offerings and, now, DST offerings. Future structures will evolve 
and change over time to conform to applicable tax requirements 
and changing demographics of exchangers (for example, many 
aging baby boomers seek passive ownership and preservation 
of principal).

From whole properties to TICs, and now from TICs to DSTs, legal 
structures come and go but sponsors are ever mindful of the im-
portance of qualifying for tax deferral under Section 1031. Large 
and small real estate investors across the land who may struggle 
with the technical requirements of Section 1031 are the benefi-
ciaries of these evolving exchange programs.




